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Editorial 

This month’s main topic, Digital Command Control or DCC as it is 

commonly referred to, has been on my agenda for some time. At the 

outset I assume everyone has at least a basic knowledge of this 

loco/layout operating system. If not, there is a large number of books, 

magazine articles and internet websites on the subject. For those who 

wish more information about DCC the free monthly electronic magazine 

Model Railway Hobbyist (all you have to do to obtain access to current 

editions and back copies, is register - www.mrhmag.com/user/register) 

contains a series on the subject by Bruce Petrarca which started in 

October 2011 with the basics but has since moved on to more advanced 

topics (May 2012 contains a simple overview for those who don’t want to 

wade through the entire series). Accordingly, I am only going to deal with 

what DCC is/does in passing. My question is should we all be basing our 

model railroading activities on DCC or not?  

Every now and again we come across an article to which we can relate. I 

was browsing the internet the other day, (no Johnny not THOSE sites – 

this is a family publication!) and came across the Free- mo website 

(www.free-mo.org). The Free-mo approach to layout construction is 

interesting in its own right so is quoted here albeit it was the reference 

to DCC which follows that is relevant to this month’s subject. 

http://www.mrhmag.com/user/register
http://www.free-mo.org/
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“The latest in HO scale modular model railroading 

The Free-mo Concept: San Luis Obispo Model Railroad Club at San 

Rafael, CA in February 1996 at the Pacific Coast Region Convention.  

Free-mo was developed with the idea that a set of standards focusing 

mainly on module endplates would enable faithful modeling of prototype 

trackplans and operations in a modular environment. The length and 

track configuration of a Free-mo module or module set is up to the 

modeler. Free-mo takes the boredom out of running trains monotonously 

around a double or even a triple track mainline. With Free-mo, less is 

more. 

Free-mo operates like a permanent or sectional layout but still retains its 

modularity (Free-mo is actually more modular then existing double track 

modules). Free-mo layouts are operated with a single track mainline in a 

point to loop, loop to loop, or point to point. Layout sizes can vary to any 

size conceivable. 

The Free-mo mainline is centered on a two foot end so modules can be 

inverted 180 degrees and still mate up to the adjacent module without 

modification to wiring or track. The Free-mo mainline also takes 

advantage of stronger industry support of code 83 rail. 

Free-mo was developed with the idea that a set of standards focusing 

mainly on module endplates would enable faithful modeling of prototype 

trackplans and operations in a modular environment. The standards just 

mandate the ends where modules connect together, leaving the length 

and track configuration up to the modeler. This in turn yields extremely 

flexible standards that work! For example, if you want to build a module 

that is 5 feet 7 and 3/4 inches long with an angle of 19 degrees and a 

2% grade, you can do it with Free-mo! 

Free-mo enables the modeler's creativity to shine through their modules. 

No longer are modelers confined to fixed-length modules of 4, 6, or 8 

feet long. They may build a module to their own needs and dreams.” 

This an interesting concept but it was a recent article in the body of the 

website which expressed my reservations about DCC that really caught 

my attention. I will therefore quote liberally from the article and hereby 

give due credit to the author, Chris Palomarez. 

By way of background I will use the experiences of Durban Modular 

Railroaders (DMR). The March 2013 edition (no 3) of the NSC included 

some of the specifications for a DMR module but excluded the block  
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wiring electrical arrangements. 

Durban Modular Railroaders Module Electrical Specifications  
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As can be seen, each module was a block which could be isolated from 

its neighbour via gaps in the rails. The use of double pole double throw 

switches enabled the module operator to control the main lines or “local”. 

In practice, however, the module operator used to make up a train 

headed either east or west and upon being duly instructed by the 

despatcher would drive the train onto the relevant mainline from where 

the mainline operators using dedicated cabs would drive the train to its 

destination(s). The system worked extremely well. The only problems 

arose when module operators forgot to set their switches correctly. In 

the event of a short circuit a car 12v light bulb was used to absorb the 

electrical overload. 

Furthermore, even when the modules were in portable form electrical set 

up was quick. Each module had its own normally permanently attached 

control panel with the aforementioned double pole double throw 

switches to control the track electrics, push to make  switches for point 

operation and a socket into which throttles made by module owners 

could be plugged  (initially Silicon Controlled Rectifier - SCR hand held 

throttles - refer http://home.cogeco.ca/~rpaisley4/SCRCircuits.html for a 

circuit diagram).  Thus what took the time was erecting and joining the 

modules – short pieces of track being used for the latter operation.  

Banana plugs attached to wires soldered to the tracks were used to 

improve electrical conductivity so joining even 20 modules in this 

manner was a quick operation. 

At this stage it needs to be recalled that DMR changed its nature from a 

portable to a fixed layout in about 1987 some 4 years after its formation. 

Operating sessions (as described in NSC May edition no 5) were 

prototypically based with a timetable and a fast clock. Preparation on a 

Sunday evening took only a few minutes so trains were running soon 

after the necessary number of operators had arrived. 

Reverting to the Free-mo article and remembering that the system 

comprised a portable layout, Chris posed the question: 

“has DCC fulfilled its promise for BETTER control of our trains?”  

Chris then confirmed DMR’s experience with our original block control 

system:  

“Each block had its own throttle. Very simple and easy to set up. No 

memory or radio control. No functions or lighting effects. No signalling. 

The one thing it was, it was very very quick to set up. 

http://home.cogeco.ca/~rpaisley4/SCRCircuits.html
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Layouts then had the same amount of joints to bridge rail, perhaps more, 

same amounts of module wiring connections sans the DCC Loconet and 

MSS busses. …………The thing that gets me looking back is that we 

were ALWAYS running by early evening”. Exactly! 

Now fast forward to the time when the layout has been converted from 

block wiring to DCC: 

“Getting the picky DCC to work. It’s pretty specialized work. Every time 

you will need the manual, a fresh battery in a complex throttle and lots of 

patience”. Exactly! 

As Chris points out setup time with a permanent layout is not that bad, if 

everything is wired correctly and that in the case of DMR was a big if. 

Somehow no matter how much checking we did when the operating 

session came along a problem emerged. Short circuits occurred which 

took ages to find and in the meantime operators stood around becoming 

more and more demotivated. In retrospect perhaps one of the lessons 

we learned was don’t try and convert block wiring to DCC particularly if a 

complicated layout with lots of points is involved.   

Proponents of DCC would have us believe that wiring for that system is 

(considerably?) simpler than for block control.  

Below is a photo taken off the Free-mo website:  
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While the above is a bit of a dog’s breakfast and probably could be tidied 

up, again I am inclined to agree with Chris Palomarez’s comment  

“The claim of reduced wiring seems to be a bit of a myth”. 

Rewiring the layout to switch to DCC was certainly one of the problems 

DMR experienced but it was not the only one. My main reservation with 

DCC is you have to a PHD in computer science/electronic engineering to 

be able to operate the system – certainly with the ones I have 

experienced. This is also the main issue Chris Palomarez has with DCC: 

“There is absolutely no benefit to additional capability and increased 

complexity if it goes largely unused, is a struggle to set up and subtracts 

from the time we have on a weekend running trains”. Exactly! 

“Is it (DCC) really better just because we get function control and hold 

our own throttles? Are these proprietary throttles with 1985 era Texas-

instrument-scientific-calculator interfaces really easier and better for 

running trains realistically? More importantly, are these said throttles 

really fun to use? Are we having fun yet?” 

Regrettably the answer in DMR’s case was no. Only one or maybe two 

members of our group understood how to operate the throttles and the 

result was frequent short circuits causing the system to shut down and 

require rebooting. Not surprisingly frustration mounted sadly resulting in 

members not being prepared to waste their time at operating sessions 

when little or no operating took place. Again as Chris Palomarez 

comments: 

“As the rest of the computing world becomes more integrated and 

seamless, ‘it just works’ is a phrase completely absent from model 

railroading”. 

“The promises of DCC, transponding, stationary decoders, signalling. 

remote control, automation, all have been delivered but at the most 

crude and difficult to understand and implement level”. 

“I really have seen more layouts fully automated with CMRI and other 

non DCC components at a much more refined and sophisticated level 20 

years ago. Has DCC really made any of this better? No, just reinvented 

the wheel and alienated more people with arcane interfaces that are 

reminiscent to DOS and serial ports. All that plus peripherals that may 

work half the time with lots of coercing.” 
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And now the key conclusions: 

“If DCC wants to remain relevant in my rooster, the manufacturers of 

DCC systems will have to make significant investment into ease of use 

and practical application of capability. Develop devices that make 

consumer speed matching a no-brainer. Locomotive manufacturers 

need to work together and develop a gold standard to which locos are 

speed matched from the factory. Throttles with easy to use 

interfaces……….Boosters and command stations need to become plug 

and play with no extra user side grounding, phasing, kicking and cursing. 

Manufacturers of DCC systems have become comfortable with taking 

their technology 50% of the way or so and leaving it to the users to 

complete the circle. It’s time for them to make all this extra complexity 

and DO something with it. Keep it simple….just want to run trains” 

Exactly! 

Of course in this day and age the foregoing comments could apply to a 

lot of the technology we use on a daily basis – computers, iPads, cell 

phones – motor cars, Garmin Quest GPS - how much of the 

potential/abilities of these machines do we understand and use? 

It is clear from the foregoing that Chris Palomarez strongly rejects the  

view that DCC has fulfilled its promise for BETTER control of our trains.  

It will also be evident that there is a lot with which I can identify in 

relation to Chris’s comments. However, to be fair there is another side to 

the argument. For example once you have run a train with a good sound 

system it is very difficult to go back to running locos not so equipped. 

There are alternatives to DCC for fitting sound. For example I am in the 

process of installing a Mtroniks sound module to a radio controlled 

Accucraft 16mm Baguley Drewry diesel (more of this in later NSCs) but 

the fact remains equipping DCC locos with sound is the way to go. For 

an example of large scale locos refer 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvY8npytJTQ 

a video brought to my attention by Mike Leppan for which thank you 

Mike. Some HO and N scale locos with small speakers can give off 

impressive sounds but an example of where this is not the case refer: 

http://videos.real.com/v/89cwhz-model-train-layout-c-o-allegheny (but 

some good scenery!) 

To conclude, of course with respect to DC and block control versus 

DCC, the argument horses for courses is relevant but as regards the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvY8npytJTQ
http://videos.real.com/v/89cwhz-model-train-layout-c-o-allegheny
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central theme has DCC resulted in BETTER control of our trains, the 

prosecutor in the form of Chris Palomarez has set out a strong case with 

some supporting evidence from me that it has not. The evidence will 

stand and the case will be proven unless suitably rebutted. Who is going 

to take up that challenge?  

The floor is open! 

 

Follow ups from the September NSC 

Weathering – Gary Smith’s rust weathering technique (thanks Gary) is a 
low cost method which contrasts with last month’s commercial approach. 
“Just a tip for the weathering guys. Cheap way to get textured real actual 
rust. Take a normal household kitchen steel wool pot scouring ball and 
let it sit in a bowl of sea water for a week or so. It will break down into 
real actual rust powder. Depending what scale you want your rust at, let 
it sit there longer and longer. The more it sits the smaller the rust pieces 
get. When they are the right size for your scale, crush them up to be an 
even powder, paint the model, and just blow the rust powder onto the 
wet paint. Viola, real actual genuine rust on plastic with a proper rust 
texture and everything. 
Union Pacific Big Boys – Johnny Everitt has brought to our attention a 
promo video for Union Pacific Big Boys. 
http://videos.real.com/v/6sas3r-union-pacific-big-boy-collection 
Thank you John. 
 
Durban Pietermaritzburg Model Railway Convention 2015 
The organising committee has met, a logo finalised and dates of the 
convention fixed, to wit, Thursday 24th to Sunday 27th September 2015. 
Hope to see you all then! 
Links to the convention website (under construction) are as follows: 
http://samodelrailwayconvention2015.steamtrains.co.za/  and  

http://samrc2015.steamtrains.co.za/ 

 

And finally…… 

North Star Chronicles on the Web 

Thanks to Justin Shaw the NSC is now accessible on the web. Anyone 

who is missing a copy or does not wish to clutter up his or her computer 

with all the editions can easily retrieve whatever is required from: 

https://sites.google.com/a/steamtrains.co.za/steam/garden-railways/the-

north-star-chronicles 

http://videos.real.com/v/6sas3r-union-pacific-big-boy-collection
http://samodelrailwayconvention2015.steamtrains.co.za/
http://samrc2015.steamtrains.co.za/
https://sites.google.com/a/steamtrains.co.za/steam/garden-railways/the-north-star-chronicles
https://sites.google.com/a/steamtrains.co.za/steam/garden-railways/the-north-star-chronicles

